HEALTH TOURISM IN LOW MOUNTAINS: A CASE STUDY
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Abstract. Health tourism is a specific type of tourism with great prospects. Most people do not have time for long trips, but there is a great need for a change of scenery and restoration of strength. There are many examples when in the regions in order to improve health and relaxation, nearby areas are being developed. It is most promising to create programs for such tourism near existing resorts that have the necessary infrastructure and medical facilities, while individual client requests must be taken into account. It is proposed to research health tourism as a territorial tourist complex, which includes not only specialized infrastructure but also territories adjacent to resorts. It is noted that low-mountain areas have the most suitable spaces for tourism development. By the example of the Belokurikha resort, the goals of visiting and tourist satisfaction are identified, as well as the possibilities of developing health tourism. A model for designing individual programs for health tourism is proposed.
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1. Introduction

Health tourism has a long history. Its formation is based on the use of medical resources and the use of medical procedures. Health tourism consists of disease prevention, including specific disease prevention and Wellness tourism, and medical tourism, which includes surgery and treatment of diseases. Many medical resorts were
created in low mountains. This is due to the presence of mineral waters, clean air, the landscape attractiveness of the mountains and a favorable climate.

Currently, it is required to take a fresh look at the old forms of organization of treatment and rest on the basis of sanatoriums. New trends are increasing the requirements of consumers of services to the quality of service, reducing free time on vacation, the search for such programs that can diversify and personify relaxation and treatment. It is important to take into account the needs of tourists and promote the development of health tourism, which will make it possible to diversify segments of tourists and increase tourist flows in traditional health resorts. It is relevant to identify what opportunities existing sanatoriums and resorts have in connection with the development of health tourism in the adjacent territory. For this, it is necessary to identify the features of the organization of this type of tourism and the needs of tourists (Goryushkina et al., 2018, 2019; Ozen and Grima, 2018; Almeida et al., 2019; Singgalen et al., 2019; Chehabeddine, Tvronavičienė, 2020; Caurkubule et al., 2020).

Many old resorts have the image of places where they treat pensioners and people after serious illnesses. Sanatoria have the opportunity to provide a new list of services and more successfully develop health tourism. Since most modern people are stressed, they have poor health and need to change their environment.

Due to the fact that the development of health tourism is based on the creation of centers with specialized infrastructure (sanatoriums, medical centers), it becomes necessary to analyze existing examples of territorial tourist complexes. The Belokurikha resort, the largest resort in the Asian part of Russia located in the low mountain zone, can be used to study and simulate the current state of the services offered and the possibility of the emergence of new programs for health tourism.

2. Literature review

Health tourism is a market of almost half a trillion dollars, accounting for 14% of the total global tourism revenue. Health tourism has traditionally been an important and popular type of tourism in Russia. Various and numerous natural healing factors, a well-developed network of sanatorium and resort organizations, training of medical personnel, and the scientific substantiation of balneologists are the basis for further development (Tourism in Russia: A Management Handbook..., 2015).

The development of health tourism and medical tourism in modern practice is often associated with the SPA industry. These are wellness programs consisting of special hydrotherapy procedures using mineral or fresh water combined with the healing effects of therapeutic mud, algae, plant products and other components of natural origin.

The Annual Medical Tourism Report presents the range of treatment options available to potential tourists and includes: cosmetic surgery; dentistry; cardiology/cardiac surgery; orthopedic surgery; stomach treatment; reproductive system; organ, cell and tissue transplantation; eye surgery; diagnostics and screening (Lunt et al. 2019).

According to the UNWTO definition (UNSD and UNWTO, 2008), health tourism includes services that vary widely from visits to spa centers to surgical operations (Vetitnev et al., 2012). Hajioff (2007) defines this concept as a trip to other countries or territories for the purpose of acquiring medical and related health services, which is close to the concept of medical tourism.

Vetitnev (2012) defines health tourism as part of a tourist activity that involves, as the main motive for travel, obtaining by tourists a complex of curative, diagnostic, rehabilitation, preventive and recreational services.
provided in areas other than their place of permanent residence and having the necessary natural, material and human resources to prevent diseases or treatment. Wellness tourism is distinguished by the fact that consumers of services have the main motive – preserving and strengthening their health, preventing the disease, and not its treatment (Muller, and Lanz Kauffman, 2001).

Health tourism suggests that tourists receive the medical and recreational services provided in areas with natural resources as the main motive for the trip. Various aspects of the development of health tourism are reflected in the publications (Health & Wellness Tourism... 2009; Vetitnev, 2012; Lautier, 2014; Sandberg, 2017 et al.). Health tourism consists of two main parts. The first is disease prevention, which includes specific types of disease prevention and wellness tourism. The second component is medical tourism, which includes surgery and treatment of diseases (Typology of Tourism..., 2008).

Health tourism is a combined type of tourism and includes two components: medical and recreational. In this regard, health tourism has an expanded segment of tourists; these are both people with diseases and various categories of tourists who can be classified as conditionally healthy. In addition to the use of infrastructure and medical resources, health tourism has an extra function – recreational, associated with the active movement of tourists in the areas adjacent to the resort (Watkins et al., 2018; Yemelyanov et al., 2018; Trofimova et al., 2019; Prodanova et al., 2019). For example, in the territories adjacent to the resort, terrains are arranged using mountainous terrain. At the intersection of hiking trails, parking with food and rest points is created, places for heliotherapy are determined taking into account the microclimatic features of the area. The implementation of tourist programs in the natural environment allows vacationers to observe birds, animals, plants, get acquainted with the geological features of the territory. In organizing such tourism, traditional wellness treatments (saunas, massages, herbal teas, salt) and therapeutic exercises (for example, oriental areas such as wushu, yoga) can be widely used.

The target segments of health tourism can be various groups of tourists, not only having diseases but also healthy people who want to get a healing effect from tourist resources and implemented medical technologies. This type of tourism makes it possible to realize the functions of recreation associated with the restoration of physical and emotional strength (Pavlov, 2017; Voronkova et al., 2019; Zeibote et al., 2019; Mullakhmetov et al., 2018; Bernardi, 2019).

At present, the work of the organizers of health tourism on the development of anti-stress programs enjoys particular success and prospects for further development (Sharafutdinov et al., 2017, 2019; Nelyubina et al., 2016; Kolupaev et al., 2019; Feofanovich, 2019). It is stress that largely contributes to the development of a number of diseases; therefore, the creation of such programs for healthy people is especially important. As a rule, they are short (two to three days) and include hiking trails and wellness treatments.

The use of surrounding natural resources is one of the necessary conditions for the development of health tourism, in connection with which they are subject to special requirements, including the preservation of the environment, the absence of a pronounced anthropogenic load. It is the presence in natural conditions and the positive impact of climate, forest resources, and landscape features that largely contribute to stress relief, positive mood and general recovery of the tourist. Low-mountain areas are particularly suitable for this. The attractiveness of foothill and low-mountain regions is determined by a favorable climate and most often by good transport accessibility.

Natural factors act as a basic basis for the development of tourist activities in any territory (Ghosh and Ghosal, 2019; Korableva et al., 2018). In some forms of tourism, they are of paramount importance – therapeutic and health-improving recreation (mineral waters, mud, landscape and climatic conditions); in others, they are relegated to the background and form only the environment for development (for example, excursions) (Oborin, 2011). The complex of natural healing resources of health tourism includes geological and geomorphological,
climatic, aquatic, biological, faunistic and floristic resources (Mirzekhanova and Koltsova, 2013; Ziyadin et al., 2018; Madiyarova et al., 2019; Rahman et al., 2017).

The nature of the surface of the territory is of paramount importance in the differentiation of the territory for health tourism. Its elevation above sea level and the strong ruggedness of the relief determine the exceptional variety of properties and objects of the natural environment.

With an increase in absolute height, the characteristics of the living environment of organisms quickly change within small distances and have a great impact on life support processes. In the mountains, there is a high-altitude interval of ecological optimum for the life and activity of people (Suprunenko, 2003).

The main characteristics of the relief are the absolute and relative height. For the development of health tourism, it is advisable to use territories with absolute heights of up to 2 thousand meters, as excessive effects on the human body arise above. However, there are examples of resorts located at an altitude of 3 thousand meters (for example, in the Pamirs). In this case, the treatment uses the special natural conditions of the area (clean air and its ionization, atmospheric pressure, oxygen and ozone, etc.).

The main most comfortable relief parameters for health tourism purposes include the following: absolute height – 1000 m; slope steepness – 0-10°; surface substrate – pebble, sand, loam; depth of snow cover – 0-20 cm; condition of the snow surface – dry, crumbly snow; gentle forms of the surface with the presence of landscape places, rocks. Bredikhin (2004) identified criteria for assessing the influence of relief on the formation and functioning of various types of territorial tourism systems. Among others, he identified a therapeutic-recreational type that has three subtypes: climatic, mud and balneological. In the mountains, humidity is reduced, air ionization and solar radiation are increased, which has a beneficial effect on various body systems. Of particular importance for health tourism are the properties of the substrate, the hydrogeological and geochemical characteristics of the territory (the chemical composition of mineral waters and muds, their reserves, flow rates, the nature of occurrence and outcrops to the surface, etc.).

3. Methods

Due to the fact that health tourism is a combined type of tourism, a system-integrated approach to research can be used to identify its development. Preobrazhensky (1975) proposed the use of a systematic approach to the study of tourism in Russia. From the economic point of view, the territorial tourist system in the region is the territorial health tourism complex. Krotova (2003) notes that when the tourist complex is formed, intersectoral relations develop. The existence of health tourism involves the development of the relationship between medicine and the tourism sector. Medical centers with specialized infrastructure should take into account the needs of tourists and use tourism resources.

The sociological method is important to identify the needs of tourists, which are the basis for the functioning of the territorial tourist complex. Questionnaires and surveys help to identify tourist satisfaction with the services provided and needs for new services (Kim, Bahlaitner, 2006).

Territorial health tourism complexes are urban education formations of the medical and recreational functional profile, consisting of institutions united by a single architectural and planning solution, a common spatial composition and organization of services. Tourism complexes are not only buildings, structures, other artificial and technical objects but also the territory itself with all the features of its natural landscape. Therefore, in Russia, there are such concepts as a resort protection zone or a health-improving area (Federal Law No. 26-FZ “On Natural Healing Resources..., 1995). These territories belong to special categories of lands that are used to organize the treatment and recreation of citizens. The value of such territories lies in the location of certain natural resources on
them in the form of mineral waters, mud, and in some cases even the climate (mountainous, forest) has a healing effect.

In the territorial and functional aspects, the tourist complex is understood as the corresponding infrastructure or network of tourist and recreational organizations located in territories of different levels. The level of infrastructure development of the tourist complex is characterized by: network development indicators (number of organizations and their capacity); the amount of costs for the development of the network (the number of labor resources); the achieved level of social security (Lukyanova, Tsybuh, 2004).

In the tourist complex, one can distinguish medical institutions that provide medical services to tourists and are the basic elements of health tourism. The special attention is required to the laying of roads and a network of tourist routes near a medical center (resort) in mountainous terrain. This will make it possible to successfully use the territory for health tourism (Fig. 1).

The health tourism complex can be represented in the form of blocks:

- natural resources (primarily climatic, orographic, hydro-mineral, landscape);
- specialized, including medical facilities (motels, clinics, medical centers, etc.);
- tourist and recreation, which includes tourist and hotel enterprises, as well as providing wellness services, organizing excursions and simple trips;
- the management unit provides planning, regulation, coordination and control of the development of enterprises of the tourist complex;
- the production unit provides materials, equipment, food, includes utility networks, engineering infrastructure, and transport;
- social service includes organizations and institutions that provide health tourism consumers with social services (trade, catering, social services, culture and art, science and education, entertainment, information support, communication) (Dunets, 2019).

![Fig. 1. The structure of the territorial health tourism complex](source: own research)
4. Results

The authors have examined the experience of developing the health tourism complex in the low-mountain part by the example of the Belokurikha resort, which is the largest resort in the Asian part of Russia, located in the Altai Mountains. Observations of local residents over the positive influence of warm mineral water contributed to the fact that in 1866, the first bath was set up and treatment was organized, and then a special treatment room was created. In 1916, the first sanatorium was built. In 1960, many new sanatoriums were built: Centerosoyuz, Altai, Katun, Russia, Siberia, children's sanatoriums of the Ministry of Health, a radiation therapy center with 80 baths, ZapSib Rodnik, Gornjak sanatorium. In the late 1980s, more than 50 thousand people annually underwent treatment and rehabilitation courses in the sanatoriums of the Belokurikha resort, the resort had a status of national importance. Currently, the resort area of Belokurikha is an independent part of the city of Belokurikha, which stretches along the valley of the river of the same name. The resort has 22 major sanatoriums with a total capacity of about 4.5 thousand beds. More than 240 thousand tourists rest at the resort annually (246 thousand in 2019). About 4300 people work at sanatoriums. Such data are provided by the Altai Territory Administration for the Development of Tourism and Resort Activities. The resort has developed mainly the service sector; there are various specialized institutions, as well as ski slopes. Currently, Belokurikha is gaining fame not only as a resort city but also as a venue for major events. The population in the resort city in 2019 is 36.6 thousand people, including 17.9 thousand people of working age (Demographic Yearbook of the Altai Territory, 2019). A feature of the territory of Belokurikha is its location at the junction of the plains of Western Siberia and the Altai Mountains. The area has a dissected low mountainous terrain. Absolute elevations range from 450 m to 845 m. Relative heights are 100 m or more. Belokurikha has favorable conditions for the formation of a layer of warm air in the cold season, as a result of which this territory is characterized by less severe winters and a longer frost-free period, in comparison with the plain part of the region. The average air temperature in January in Belokurikha is -16.8 °C, while in Biysk, 75 km to the north, it is -18.2 °C, and in the neighboring mountainous part of Altai, it is -17.5 °C. The average air temperature in July in Belokurikha is +19.2 °C.

The moistening mode of the territory is due to the presence of the “barrier effect” mechanism, due to which, when the air masses rise along the slopes, a greater amount of precipitation occurs compared to the plain spaces. In Belokurikha, the precipitation is up to 700 mm. The amount of solar radiation received is quite significant – more than 100 kcal/cm² (more than 4200 MJ/m²) per year. The duration of sunshine is an average of 1925 hours per year, and often it reaches 2100 hours per year. In Belokurikha, the longest warm period is observed – 201 days with a minimum duration of cold compared to neighboring regions (Kharlamova, 2013). The water body used for recreational purposes is the Belokurikha River. The larger Peschanaya River is 10 km from the resort. The resort uses sulphide-silt therapeutic mud from the lakes of the Altai Territory. Siliceous thermal radon-containing waters predominate (Belokurikha deposit with thermal nitrogen-siliceous radon-containing waters, with a temperature from 30 °C to 42 °C) (Revyakin, Pomorov, Vdovin, 1997). Mineral drinking water is used both from local sources (Belokurikhinskaya Vostochnaya No. 2) and imported from the foothills of Altai – therapeutic-table water Zavyalovskaya. The largest organization in Belokurikha is JSC “Resort Belokurikha” including the sanatoriums Belokurikha, Siberia, Katun, a resort clinic and also other facilities. Large sanatoriums “Altai West”, “Russia” and “Transsib” are successfully developing. The resort is characterized by a lack of additional infrastructure aimed at young people, an insufficient number of clubs, shopping and entertainment centers. Additional infrastructure is presented by restaurants and cafes that fully satisfy the needs of tourists. 3-4-star hotels are also mainly located in the resort area. The low-level hotels, guest houses, hostels are located on the periphery. There are a large number of playgrounds in the sanatoriums. The application of sociological analysis of various types of tourism activities associated with health allows identifying tourist preferences and the degree of satisfaction from recreation, treatment, recreation and entertainment programs, etc. The most accessible sociological method is a survey of tourists vacationing in sanatoriums. The profiles of 1700 tourists vacationing in Belokurikha (Sanatoria Belokurikha, Katun, Siberia) were analyzed. The main purpose of staying at the resort is to receive specialized treatment (32%) and rehabilitation and prevention (24%); to a lesser extent, tourists are interested in outdoor activities (10%) and...
relaxation (7%). Most of all sanatorium vacations are chosen by workers (28%), office workers (21%) and pensioners (19%). In general, 97% of respondents are satisfied with the prescribed course of procedures, attentiveness and professionalism of medical personnel, as well as the quality of service. As for the related services, only 88% are satisfied with the entertainment programs, 86% – with sporting events and 68% – with the organization of children's leisure. Based on the foregoing, the sanatorium copes with the provision of services in the field of treatment, rehabilitation and prevention, but there is a lack of cultural events, programs for outdoor activities, relaxation, etc. (Figures 2-5).
Currently, several facilities have been created in Belokurikha providing components in health tourism and complementing the medical services of sanatoriums. They are popular with resort guests: a wellness center with a pool and water attractions; “Siberian Compound”, including a recreation area, a museum, a hippodrome and stables; “Belokurikha Village”; a complex in the Russian style “Altai Gold” with Sandunov Bath Houses; “Forest Tale” in a secluded place where one can communicate with pets; “Altai Valley” sanatorium at a small distance from the resort.
Health tourism is of interest to the government and business. The development of health tourism involves the development and implementation of innovative types of partnerships among stakeholders, specific management models. In other words, it is necessary to develop a mechanism for the formation of public-private partnerships in the development of health tourism (Chistobaev et al., 2019; Shevyakova et al., 2019). An example of this was a project in a low-mountain area near the resort of Belokurikha, which was practically not used for tourism. The creation and development of the Belokurikha 2 Gornaya project and financial support from the federal target program “Development of Domestic and Inbound Tourism in the Russian Federation” made it possible to create transport and engineering infrastructure.

Hotels and entertainment facilities are being created here, there are horse riding and hiking trails (terrain cure). The concept of the Belokurikha 2 Gornaya project provides for the construction of a resort complex with 3,000 beds, including hotel buildings of low floors, catering facilities, sports and recreational facilities, a fair area with retail pavilions, a spa clinic, a physiotherapy clinic, a balneotherapy center, an aesthetic medicine center, a wellness park, and a beach area with a water park. Belokurikha 2 Gornaya will be able to receive more than 200 thousand tourists a year.

The analysis of the state and development prospects of Belokurikha as a health tourism destination revealed their territorial structure:
- the area of the enterprise (sanatorium, medical center, etc.) is a health tourism center;
- the walking area within the village is a tourist center (resort);
- the area of terrain cure and hiking routes;
- the zone of nearby routes to tourist resources (for example, lakes);
- the border zone of tourist destinations (borders are blurred and change over time, and also “pulsate” depending on the season of the year).

The development of these zones is determined by new opportunities for the resort, which are associated with the expansion of tourism segments and an increase in tourist flow.

For the development of health tourism, the tour organizer needs to understand how various services or types of medical procedures (therapies) can interact, comprehensively influencing the human body. Personalization of programs consists in the selection of medical and physiological factors for a particular person, which in reality is difficult to implement. Nevertheless, it is advisable to segment the tourists, offering them the appropriate leisure program package.

The creation of health tourism programs can be based on the hierarchical principle of recreational design by Kvartalnov and Zorin (2001). This can be represented as a combination of recreational activities (targeted, additional, attendant), depending on the main characteristics of tourists, due to their level of health (Fig. 6) (Kvartalnov et al., 2001). Targeted recreational activities should include therapeutic methods and influence on the human body. Based on a combination with additional recreational activities, as well as related services, individual health tourism programs are formed.
5. Discussion

Natural and territorial features determine the possibilities for the development of health tourism (relief and landscape, climatic comfort, the availability of minerals used for therapeutic purposes). The special infrastructure that provides medical services, accommodation for tourists, as well as with their movement by vehicles, determines the prospects of health tourism.

When assessing the territory, it is necessary to take into account not only the absolute height of the terrain but also the degree of dissection of the relief, which is characterized by the depth and density of the dissection, as well as the steepness of the slopes. For health tourism purposes, a large-hilly or low-mountain undulating relief is most favorable. The flat surface is aesthetically less expressive and unfavorable for tourist activities. The characteristics of the terrain are especially important when laying the terrain cure routes. They are a prerequisite for the functioning of modern resorts, as they are used to train the cardiovascular system, musculoskeletal system, and respiratory system.
Conclusions

Thus, health tourism is characterized by combined elements in the tourism program, and therefore these programs are selected individually (personalization of leisure), taking into account the level of health of tourists. In this case, the medical element is required for the organization of this type of tourism. Therefore, health tourism is concentrated near sanatoriums and medical centers.

Allowance for the needs of tourists and the development of health tourism will make it possible to diversify segments of tourists and increase tourist flows in traditional health resorts. It is relevant to identify what opportunities existing sanatoriums and resorts have in connection with the development of health tourism in the adjacent territory.

Health tourism includes elements of tourist routes that are aimed at restoring the physical, emotional and psychological strength of a person. Tourism programs may include edutainment and sports elements.

The influence of natural environmental factors on the health and livelihoods of people is obvious. For the implementation of health tourism, the presence of certain properties of the territory is required, allowing the most efficient implementation of the healing and treatment processes. These include a set of natural factors: orographic, climatic, water, balneological (mineral springs, healing mud, etc.), etc.
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